“Work where your work makes a difference”
Enjoy Great Benefits!
In addition to the personal rewards that helping others
can provide, DADS offers an attractive compensation
program that includes many standard benefits.
Benefits include:








Paid health insurance for employees, with group rates for
dependents
Paid life insurance of $5,000. Additional amounts can be
purchased
Dental insurance available at group rates
Paid vacation (8-20 hours per month, based on years of service).
Eligible to use after 6 continuous months of state service
Paid sick leave – 8 hours each month
Retirement benefits
Up to 15 paid state and federal holidays per year

Apply online today at:

https://jobshrportal.hhsc.state.tx.us/ENG/careerportal/default.cfm

Licensed Vocational Nurse III
Provides complex vocational nursing work. Work involves providing
for the care, treatment, and general welfare of patients. May
supervise the work of others. Works under general supervision, with
moderate latitude for the use of initiative and independent
judgment. Works under the direction and supervision of the
Registered Nurse, and performs Nursing duties within the assigned
areas and assigned shift. Performs basic and complex nursing tasks
to fulfill the health needs of the most medically fragile individuals,
including the collection of lab work and other health screenings.
Keeps informed of and follows all agency, facility and unit policies
and procedures. Assists the RN Supervisor with on-the-job Nursing
instruction and training of other new LVN's. Assists the Infection
Control nurse by implementing measures that prevent the spread of
disease, assists the QA Nurse in developing and implementing
quality assurance programs, and assists in the implementation of
therapeutic nursing programs.

Licensed Vocational Nurse IV
Provides advanced senior level vocational nursing work.
Work involves providing for the care, treatment, and
general welfare of patients. May plan, assign and/or
supervise the work of others. Works under limited
supervision, with considerable latitude for the use of
initiative and independent judgment. Works under the
direction and supervision of the Registered Nurse, and
performs Nursing duties within the assigned areas and
assigned shift. Performs basic and complex nursing tasks
to fulfill the health needs of the most medically fragile
individuals, including the collection of lab work and other
health screenings. Keeps informed of and follows all
agency, facility and unit policies and procedures. Assists
the RN Supervisor with on-the-job Nursing instruction and
training, precepting and setting goals for new LVN's.
Assists the Infection Control nurse by implementing
measures that prevent the spread of disease, assists the
QA Nurse in developing and implementing quality
assurance programs, and assists in the implementation of
therapeutic nursing programs.
Starting salary is $3,496.53/month plus shift differential
for 2-10 and 10-6 shifts.

Interested in learning more about us?
Ready to apply?
Visit absslc.org for additional information
Come by the campus at 2501 Maple
Call Ruth at 325.795.3508

Starting salary is $3,181.67 per month plus shift differential for 2-10
and 10-6 shifts.
Abilene State Supported Living Center is a 100% Tobacco/Scent Free Facility. We are an equal opportunity employer and provider.

I've been employed at AbSSLC since January
2012. I spent the first 3 ½ years doing Direct
Care and then I was blessed with the stipend
program which helped me achieve my
dreams of being a nurse.
I am now an LVN and I love what I do, but
most importantly who I do it for! AbSSLC is
my home away from home and my extended
family. It is not just a place to earn a check,
it’s a place to help change lives. Those I serve
are what keep me going. They help me learn
daily and I know the work I do makes a
difference in their lives!
Carissa Mason, LVN

Choosing a career at the Abilene State Supported Living
Center has been a great decision for me. I've worked as an
LVN in various places, including hospitals. I find that I am able
to make the biggest positive impact on people's lives here,
and I get to use my nursing skills while I do it. The benefits
are great, and there are opportunities to advance. I truly do
like my job.
Jody Morris LVN

I’ve worked at ASSLC for almost two years and I
will be the first to tell you that the individuals we
serve here are what sets AbSSLC apart from
anywhere else. I find so much reward in feeling
like I truly make a difference in the lives of the
individuals here. The work is challenging, but the
positive atmosphere at AbSSLC is noticeable and
unsurpassable at all levels. The people here are
genuine, helpful, and truly want you to succeed. I
take pride in working for a place where everyone
pulls together as a team to reach our overall vision
of empowering people to live a life of dignity and
increased independence.
Jesica Shack, LVN

